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�ere have been substantial developments in the area of autoin�ammation over
the last decade. Recent research and collaborative works have led to the better
de�nition of clinical spectrum and development of classi�cation criteria, manage-
ment strategies, and follow-up recommendations. A wide spectrum of disorders is
regarded as autoin�ammatory diseases including complex diseases such as Crohn’s
or Behçet’s disease. However, the initial focus of autoin�ammatory diseases was the
recurrent fever syndromes. �e originally described autoin�ammatory recurrent
fever syndromes (AIRFS) are familial Mediterranean fever (FMF), cryopyrin-
associated periodic syndrome (CAPS), TNF-receptor associated periodic fever
syndrome (TRAPS),mevalonate kinase de�ciency (MKD; hyper IgD syndrome), and
PFAPA (periodic fever, aphthosis, pharyngitis, and adenitis) syndrome.

�e purpose of this special issue is to discuss the new data in pathogenesis as well
as the clinical aspects, treatment, and outcome in AIRFS. We will consider original
research articles and review articles.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

Genotype-phenotype correlations in AIRFS

Novel genotypes related to AIRFS

Comparing pediatric and adult practice in AIRFS

Dermatological features in di�erential diagnosis of AIRFS

Recent advances in AIRFS pathogenesis

�e role of biomarkers in response to treatment and outcome for patients
with AIRFS

Outcome measures in AIRFS

Quality of life assessment in AIRFS

Rare complications/comorbidities in patients with AIRFS

Treatment of secondary amyloidosis in AIRFS patients

Current practice and future perspectives in AIRFS treatment

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/ijr/apfs/.

Papers are published upon acceptance, regardless of the Special Issue publication
date.
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